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Panel III - Chair Director Åge Mariussen, BA-institute agemariussen@yahoo.com 

 

III. World Heritages and Transnational Learning in Tourism. 

Several scholars have underscored the fact that tourism is a field where ideas and concepts often are borrowed and 

reused in a global processes; new tourist products or inventions are quite often a variety of something similar 

developed in a slightly different context. Some researchers speak even about tourist products as ‘simulacra’, which 

means that touristic items are copied and re-used in perhaps a new context. Even if a lot of spontaneous borrowing 

of concepts and items is common in tourism, the invention and learning process can be enhanced and staged with 

help of organized structures. During the day keynote speakers will depict questions of transnational learning in 

tourism. The UNESCO World Heritage ‘system’ is as such a mechanism for transnational learning. 

 

1. World Heritage coordinator Ollqvist, Kvarken Archipelago susanna.ollqvist@metsa.fi 

 

The visitors impact on the local community in the Kvarken Archipelago 

The Kvarken Archipelago is far from tourist destination, but it is definitely an appreciated day-trip site and 

recreation area for the 100 000 inhabitants living close to the World Heritage Site. About 300 000 people visits 

the site every year and 42 % lives in the vicinity of the World heritage Site. Only 9 % of the visitors are tourists 

from abroad. According to the vision for the site in year 2020, the Kvarken Archipelago due to its geology and 

landscape values, is a unique and widely known World Heritage Site which offers its residents a pleasant and 

attractive living environment as well as genuine experience for visitors. The strategy for all kind of visitors and 

activities is focused on improving the quality of services, the visibility of the world heritage values and respect 

for locality. 

 

 

2. World Heritage coordinator Milly Lundstedt, High Coast milly.lundstedt@lansstyrelsen.se 

 

World Heritage, tourism industry and nature conservation - one part in regional developing 

Focus will be to describe how World Heritage management, tourism and nature conservation work together in 

the High Coast area to take part in regional developing.  

The county administrative board has a responsibility for the managing of the World Heritage site and the board 

also has a responsibility for regional development. In order to work on a long term basis with these questions we 

are now trying to create an organization that will include these three parts in a future organization structure for 

the whole of the High Coast area. The aim with this process is to create an organization structure and 

management system that can work to develop the High Coast area. 
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3. Associate Professor Peter Björk HANKEN School of Economics peter.bjork@hanken.fi 

 

Organizing for success – where is the flagship attraction? 

Tourism development in the World Heritage site Kvarken Archipelago is in an initial phase. The first tourism 

development plan has been presented but there are at least two pivotal questions not yet fully addressed; 

1) How should tourism development be organized, and 

2) Are the “rising stones” enough to make up a flagship attraction? 

Tourism development in the World Heritage site Kvarken Archipelago is commanded by the “Nature tourism 

plan” (Naturturismplan för världsarvet Kvarkens skärgård), to realize the postulated vision, “Kvarken archipelago 

is a well-known World Heritage site, hosts a unique geologic landscape, which offers an attractive environment 

for locals and genuine experiences for visitors” (authors own translation),  which is copied from the more 

general development plan for the area “Management and development plan for the World Heritage site 

Kvarken” (Förvaltnings- and utvecklingsplan för världsarvet Kvarkens skärgård). 

Problems and challenges linked to destination development are global. Success stories and disasters, alike, are 

seldom presented without reference to the importance of how to organize for the development. The 

development approach applied by the governing organization Metsähallitus is no exception. Scrutinizing the 

tourism development plans presented in existing policy documents reveals a gap in the structure. There is a 

strong focus on the infrastructure, the first level, and on external communication, the third level, leaving the 

second, tourism development, level most diffuse.  

Tourism presented as a service sector, founded on a network of actors, to host tourists and day visitors has to be 

managed on a destination level. Service packages including attractions, transportation, accommodations, 

activities, and hospitality have to be assembled. All dimensions have to be included, and the packages adapted 

to match the expectations of selected target segments. The current status of the development in the World 

Heritage site Kvarken Archipelago seems to be too “attraction” oriented, endangering the whole development 

process. One should also critically analyze the potential of the “rising stones” to become a flagship attraction. 

Especially in a time period when team-based tourism development is on the edge. This is not to claim that the 

Heritage site has no potential, but more of a question about how it could be interlinked to, embedded in, or 

used by other tourism forms, such as, wellbeing tourism, fishing tourism, adventure tourism, and safaris.     

 

4. Maj-Britt Andersson, Uppsala University majbrittandersson@hotmail.com 

 

Hälsingegårdar as a World Heritage - Knowledge versus tourist information  

 A cultural World Heritage site offers an exceptional possibility to learn about a specific culture. A cultural 

Heritage can give insights in a culture we did not knew existed. Other sites confirm what we already knew; their 

astonishing beauty, as the historical center of Rome, a remarkable monument as the leaning tower of Pisa or a 

fascinating tradition as il Palio in Siena. Some sites were famous before the World Heritage list was established 

and others become well known when nominated to the list. During the ongoing nomination process and 

“marketing” of Hälsingegårdar in the north of Sweden the authorities have developed a “styled” knowledge 

about Hälsingegårdar and their cultural context, easy to present on a website illustrated with colorful and 

suggestive pictures. Spectacular narratives and unfounded myths are consolidated. The pedagogic potential 

fades away. The emphasis of the nomination is that the houses were decorated for celebrations, and they were 

not. In a Hälsingegård two hundred years ago almost every room was decorated by a local painter for the  
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everyday life. We can learn a lot about Hälsingegårdar, if we visit Hälsingland instead of websites and happy 

brochures. In Italy academic and local knowledge is more thoroughly embedded in the cultural tourism than in 

Sweden and considered as a resource for transnational learning. In the nomination of Hälsingegårdar the 

regional authorities present a false spectacular image, as if these magnificent farmsteads and their owners 

belong to a culture Heritage not good and strong enough in itself. 

 

 

5. Professor Wanda George Mount Saint Vincent University Wanda.George@msvu.ca 

 

Transnational Learning Across the Ocean: Learning from a Transatlantic Perspective 

Dr. Wanda George will discuss a recent 3-year Mobility Exchange Program in which Mount Saint Vincent 

University, Canada, was a participating partner with several other educational institutions in Spain, Finland, 

Scotland, USA and Mexico.  This exchange program gave students from each of the various countries the 

opportunity to travel to and study in a foreign institution for a semester, providing them with a rich, educational 

and cultural learning experience.  

She will also talk about a current collaboration between herself and a Finnish colleague and how the 

transnational learning concept transpires through collaborative and cross-cultural research. 
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